
Theme     : Mass surveillance

Apple removes app used by Hong Kong protesters to track police movements
CNN, Laura He, October 10, 2019

A real-time  mapping  app  that  Hong  Kong  protesters  have  been  using  to  track  police
movements is no longer available for download on iPhones.

Apple (AAPL) decided to take down HKmap.live from its App Store after complaints from
several people in Hong Kong, the company said in a statement Thursday. The app had
been used in ways that "endanger law enforcement and residents in Hong Kong," it added.
"The app displays police locations and we have verified with [Hong Kong authorities] that
the app has been used to target and ambush police, threaten public safety, and criminals
have used it to victimize residents in areas where they know there is no law enforcement,"
Apple said in an emailed response to CNN Business.

"This app violates our guidelines and local laws, and we have removed it from the App
Store," it added.

A 'political decision'

HKmap hit back against Apple on Thursday, slamming its removal from the App Store as a
"political decision."

"We disagree [with] Apple and Hong Kong police force's claim that HKmap App endangers
law enforcement and residents in Hong Kong," the app said on Twitter.

Most  of  the  content  on  the  app  is  generated  by  its  users,  HKmap  said,  adding  that
moderators delete anything that tries to "solicit, promote, or encourage criminal activity."

The App Store ban "is clearly a political decision to suppress freedom and human rights in
Hong Kong," it said.

It was not immediately clear whether people who have already downloaded HKmap can
continue to use it. The app's developer did not immediately respond to requests for further
comment.

China's state media criticizes Apple

Apple's decision came soon after Chinese state media criticized it for allowing HKmap to
be downloaded.

On Tuesday,  the  official  newspaper  of  China's  Communist  Party  published  a  harshly-
worded commentary accusing Apple of "escorting" the protesters.

"The  app  developer  doesn't  shy  away  from their  intention  of  helping  rioters  navigate
through the protests," the People's Daily said. "Are you trying to assist in crime?"

China is a key market for Apple. The company's sales in the Greater China region totaled
$9.1 billion last quarter, or about 17% of its global total.

Beijing has taken an increasingly hard line on the Hong Kong protests, and on Wednesday



slammed them as "violent and illegal."

A spokesman for  China's  foreign  ministry  declined to  specifically comment  on  Apple's
decision to allow the mapping app, but said the unrest "threatens the safety of Hong Kong
people's life and properties."

"Anyone that has conscience or a sense of justice should oppose it and resist it, rather
than supporting or indulging it," he added.

Foreign firms caught in the middle

Protests  have  been  taking  place  in  Hong  Kong  for  months  and  dozens  of  foreign
companies that do business in China have been caught up in the fallout.

The National Basketball Association was drawn into the controversy this week.

The  American  league  is  facing  a  ferocious  backlash  in  China  after  Houston  Rockets
executive Daryl Morey tweeted support for the Hong Kong protests. That prompted all of
the NBA's official Chinese partners to suspend business ties with the league.



Rights group loses mass surveillance appeal in High Court
BBC, July 29, 2019

Human rights group Liberty has lost its High Court challenge against the government's
Investigatory Powers Act.

Called the "Snoopers' Charter" by its critics, the legislation allows for mass surveillance of
electronic devices, allowing intelligence agencies to extract and store information.

Liberty claimed the powers of "bulk hacking" were unlawfully wide.

But  Lord  Justice  Singh  and  Mr  Justice  Holgate  told  the  High  Court  on  Monday  the
surveillance powers were lawful.

A lawyer with Liberty said the group will appeal against the ruling.

The case was brought to court following criticism of the way MI5 handled its data storage
operations.

Liberty's lawyers said the data gathered by the security services and other agencies -
under warrants granted by a judge or the home secretary - can include:

- Intimate data, including an individual's internet browsing history
- The apps users have downloaded to their phone
- Usernames and passwords
- Cell site data that can pin-point a person's location at a given time

The group said warrants did not cover collecting data in bulk, meaning it breached human
rights law, and the data would be kept on file for searching after any warrant had expired.

The case was also supported by the National Union of Journalists (NUJ), which argued
there were insufficient safeguards to protect confidential journalistic sources.

But the judges dismissed Liberty's claim, ruling that "the totality of the suite of interlocking
safeguards" meant the Act was sound.

Their  ruling  said:  "We  have  reached  the  conclusion  that  the  safeguards  in  [IPA]  are
sufficient to prevent the risk of abuse of discretionary power and the Act is therefore not
incompatible with the [European Convention on Human Rights] on the ground that it does
not comply with the concept of law."

Sir James Eadie QC, representing the then home secretary, Sajid Javid, and then foreign
secretary, Jeremy Hunt, submitted that the powers provided by IPA "strike an appropriate
balance between security and individual privacy", and were of "critical importance to, and
are effective in securing, the protection of the public".

Megan  Goulding,  a  lawyer  with  Liberty,  said:  "This  disappointing  judgment  allows  the
government to continue to spy on every one of us, violating our rights to privacy and free
expression.

"We will challenge this judgment in the courts, and keep fighting for a targeted surveillance
regime that respects our rights."



"These bulk surveillance powers allow the state to Hoover up the messages, calls and web
history of hordes of ordinary people who are not suspected of any wrongdoing."

Michelle  Stanistreet,  general  secretary of  the NUJ said the judgement was "a blow to
journalists and press freedom".

However, the judges ruled that the IPA did not breach journalists freedom of expression "in
so far as it is suggested that there are inadequate protections for journalistic material".

Responding to  the judgement,  security minister  Brandon Lewis  said IPA introduced "a
series of world-leading protections to ensure powers were only used where necessary and
proportionate to keep us all safe".

"The court has ruled today that, thanks to the rigorous oversight and safeguards we have
in place, we have created a lawful regime that keeps the public safe and protects their
right to privacy," he added.



We should be alarmed by schools' creepy plan to monitor students
The Guardian, Lori Bezahler, October 18, 2019

A new Florida database shares students’ data with law enforcement. It’s part of a broader
trend to ‘protect’ students from school shooters

This year, students in Florida headed back to school for reading, writing and a new Big
Brother. The Florida Schools Safety Portal,  a statewide database, will  collect, sort and
analyze sensitive data about students to share with law enforcement. Created in response
to  the  tragedy  at  Marjory  Stoneman  Douglas  high  school  in  Parkland,  the  portal  is
described  as  an  early  warning  system  to  identify  and  assess  potential  threats.  But
responding to  legitimate  concerns  about  school  shootings  with  a  system that  invades
student privacy and labels children as threats will not make schools safer.

The desire to find a foolproof way to protect children in schools is not new. Just months
after the Columbine high school shooting in 1999, I sat in a conference room while security
industry salespeople pitched an “early warning system” that would “scientifically” identify
“at-risk students”, a predictive analytics system and precursor to the one being pushed in
Florida.

Similar systems are widely used by law enforcement, regardless of considerable evidence
that they generate biased results, often unfairly targeting people of color.  Despite their
inherent  bias,  police  forces use them to  make decisions about  deploying  officers  and
building  a  list  of  potential  suspects.  Courts  use  them to  determine  prison  sentences.
Customs and Border  Protection  is  installing  facial  recognition  systems at  airports  and
using them to scan state license databases.

All  this  is  done in  spite  of  obvious privacy and civil  rights concerns – not  to  mention
evidence that these systems aren’t even accurate. A researcher with the MIT Media Lab
found racial and gender bias embedded in the very code that runs predictive data systems,
including not recognizing faces of dark-skinned users and registering the eyes of Asian
people as closed when they are in fact open.

And now some school officials want to put this problematic technology in schools. Children
as  young  as  four  could  be  forced  to  share  personal  and  biometric  data  with  law
enforcement and potentially immigration services. In addition to invading the privacy of
students,  this  technology criminalizes  innocent  adolescent  behavior  and life  conditions
such as homelessness.

It also facilitates the further targeting of black and brown students in systems that already
penalize them at higher rates than their white peers. Several studies have shown that
black and Latino children are  routinely perceived as  more  dangerous than their  white
peers, regardless of their behavior. Black students are not more likely to misbehave than
white students, yet they are more likely to be suspended, receive corporal punishment or
have a school-related arrest.  Increased police presence has not been shown to make
schools safer, but it does put black and brown students at greater risk of suspension and
expulsion. Students at schools with police are five times more likely to be arrested for
disorderly  conduct  than  students  in  schools  without  police.  Predictive  analytics  and
technological surveillance will no doubt exacerbate those disparities.

In Saint Paul, Minnesota, the Coalition to Stop the Cradle to Prison Algorithm, a group of
parents,  educators and civil  rights advocacy organizations, successfully blocked a joint



powers  agreement  that  would  have  shared  student  data  across  educational  and  law
enforcement systems, feeding that data into a mathematical algorithm to assess children’s
likelihood  of  violence.  San  Francisco  and  Oakland,  cities  full  of  tech  workers  who
understand these systems better than most, have banned facial recognition technology.
And the New York state legislature is considering a bill to ban the use of this technology in
schools after the 4,400 student Lockport school district spent $4m on a facial recognition
system.

The  security  technology  market  is  capitalizing  on  fears  about  school  safety  to  sell
unproven, costly surveillance systems that put students, particularly students of color, at
risk.  The implications of using an unregulated system of data collection combined with
biased and inaccurate surveillance tech on schoolchildren is not only alarming, but frankly
dystopian.

Policing,  surveillance  and  biased  algorithms  undermine  a  culture  where  students  feel
valued and respected. Schools are safer when they prioritize the relationships between
students and teachers, provide counselors and engage in social and emotional supports.

Across  the  country  communities  are  demanding  a  holistic  approach  to  safety  where
students of color, LGBTQ and gender nonconforming students, immigrant students, and
students with disabilities are protected. With chants of  “counselors not cops”, they are
calling for interventions that acknowledge the roots of violence and oppression, rather than
criminalize them.

Policymakers and school officials concerned about the safety of children in schools must
be vigilant in protecting them from unproven interventions that are unlikely to keep them
safe.



Article 1 :
Minor topic : Protest movement in Hong Kong
Major topic : Mass surveillance

Article 2 : 
Minor topic : Police state
Major topic : Mass surveillance

Article 3 :
Minor topic : School shootings
Major topic : Mass surveillance 

Vocabulary of the documents     :

to map : cartographier
to track : suivre, pister
to take down : démonter, démanteler
statement : déclaration
law enforcement : police, maintien de l’ordre
to target : cibler
to ambush : tendre une ambuscade
to suppress : réprimer
to shy away from : reculer devant, se dérober, garder ses distances
rioter : émeutier (a riot : une émeute)
to take a hard line on : être inflexible, adopter une position ferme, se montrer ferme
spokesman : porte-parole
unrest : agitation, troubles
to indulge : se prêter au jeu de, donner satisfaction à, encourager, céder à 
fallout : retombées, répercussions
backlash : réaction violente contre, retour de bâton
to prompt : pousser à 
to snoop (on) : fouiner, fureter
electronic devices : appareils électroniques
intelligence agency : agence/service de renseignement
to appeal against : faire appel contre
ruling : décision (rendue par un juge)
to bring to court : intenter un procès
to browse : naviguer, parcourir
to pinpoint : identifier, localiser
safeguard : précaution, garde-fou, dispositif de sécurité
warrant : mandat
discretionary powers : pouvoirs discrétionnaires
to comply with : se conformer à 
privacy : vie privée
to spy on : espionner
bulk : masse
to hoover up : engloutir
wrongdoing : méfait, faute
to breach : violer, enfreindre
oversight : surveillance, supervision
to assess a threat : évaluer une menace
shooting : fusillage



to invade : envahir
to label : étiqueter
prison sentences : peines de prison
facial recognition : reconnaissance faciale
embedded : embarqué, intégré
behavior : comportement
homelessness : itinérance, sans-abrisme
to misbehave : mal se comporter
peers: homologues, semblables, camarades
advocacy group : groupe de défense
likelihood of : probabilité de (to be likely to)
to undermine : saper, affaiblir, saboter, discréditer
policymaker : législateur

Thematic vocabulary     : Mass surveillance and individual freedom

Examples in the news     :

A Declassified Court Ruling Shows How the FBI Abused NSA Mass Surveillance Data, by
Trevor Aaronson, October 10, 2019
https://theintercept.com/2019/10/10/fbi-nsa-mass-surveillance-abuse/

Mass surveillance fears as India readies facial recognition system, November 8, 2019
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/08/world/mass-surveillance-fears-india-
readies-facial-recognition-system/#.XcV-jf7jK1s

Mass surveillance technology just needs a missed call to hack you, November 1st, 2019
https://gulfnews.com/technology/mass-surveillance-technology-just-needs-a-missed-call-
to-hack-you-1.1572628024071

ACLU sues to find out status of facial recognition mass surveillance in America, by Caleb
Chen, November 1st, 2019
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/blog/2019/11/aclu-sues-to-find-out-status-of-facial-
recognition-mass-surveillance-in-america/

South African court rules that mass surveillance by the government is illegal, by Caleb
Chen, October 14, 2019
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/blog/2019/10/south-african-court-rules-that-mass-
surveillance-by-the-government-is-illegal/

Universities accused of aiding mass surveillance in China, by Geoff Maslen, October 15,
2019
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20191015153459397

Opposing mass surveillance IS patriotic: Edward Snowden opens up about govt spying
programs on Joe Rogan show, October 24, 2019
https://www.rt.com/news/471682-snowden-interview-rogan-surveillance-mobile/

Would you trade privacy for security?, by Dawn Lo, November 7, 2019
https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/business-law/would-you-trade-privacy-security

When ‘Big Brother’ Isn’t Scary Enough, by Lora Kelley, The New York Times, November 4,

https://theintercept.com/2019/10/10/fbi-nsa-mass-surveillance-abuse/
https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/business-law/would-you-trade-privacy-security
https://www.rt.com/news/471682-snowden-interview-rogan-surveillance-mobile/
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20191015153459397
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/blog/2019/10/south-african-court-rules-that-mass-surveillance-by-the-government-is-illegal/
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/blog/2019/10/south-african-court-rules-that-mass-surveillance-by-the-government-is-illegal/
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/blog/2019/11/aclu-sues-to-find-out-status-of-facial-recognition-mass-surveillance-in-america/
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/blog/2019/11/aclu-sues-to-find-out-status-of-facial-recognition-mass-surveillance-in-america/
https://gulfnews.com/technology/mass-surveillance-technology-just-needs-a-missed-call-to-hack-you-1.1572628024071
https://gulfnews.com/technology/mass-surveillance-technology-just-needs-a-missed-call-to-hack-you-1.1572628024071
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/08/world/mass-surveillance-fears-india-readies-facial-recognition-system/#.XcV-jf7jK1s
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/11/08/world/mass-surveillance-fears-india-readies-facial-recognition-system/#.XcV-jf7jK1s


2019
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/04/opinion/surveillance-big-brother.html

Rewrite ordered for mass surveillance bill, by David Braue, October 28, 2019
https://ia.acs.org.au/article/2019/Rewrite-ordered-for-mass-surveillance-bill.html

https://ia.acs.org.au/article/2019/Rewrite-ordered-for-mass-surveillance-bill.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/04/opinion/surveillance-big-brother.html

